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Most of the music on this recording consists of arrangements of chamber music pieces
by Steven Gerber (1948-2015), commissioned by the Gerber Trust to help make
performances of his music more accessible for chamber orchestras, smaller symphony
orchestras and string orchestras. Taken together with Gerber’s beautiful Two Lyric
Pieces for Violin and Strings, they provide a fascinating overview of Gerber’s
development as a composer over most of the last 20 years of his working life.
The earliest work, the Sinfonietta No. 1, is an arrangement of Gerber’s 1991 Quintet
for Piano and Strings. It is scored for two each of flutes (one playing piccolo), oboes,
clarinets, bassoons, horns, trumpet and trombones and strings. The opening Poco
allegro is spiky, witty and full of playful dance rhythms, scored with a rather
Stravinskian flair. The slightly quirky, humorous tone continues in the second
movement, a Moderato. The sardonic tone of the opening section is set by the angular
bassoon theme. The strings answer with a lyrical choral, which sets the stage for the
arrival of the movement’s true protagonist, the solo cellist (in this performance, Joely
Koos) who takes the stage with a staggeringly virtuosic cadenza. In the end, however,
it is the bassoon who has the final say. The third movement, marked Presto, is a
NI6423
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The String Sinfonia No. 1 is a new arrangement by Adrian Williams of Gerber’s 1995
String Quartet No. 4, originally written for the Fine Arts Quartet. Just under five years
separate it from the Sinfonietta, and stylistic changes are apparent. In particular, the
spiky, Stravinsky-an touches are nowhere to be seen. The opening movement, with is
pentatonic-tinted melody and harmony, sounds much more immediately American than
anything in the Sinfonietta, and forms something like a tranquil prelude to what lies
ahead. The second movement, marked Lento, is a slow movement which explores the
structural and expressive possibilities of speeding up. Beginning from a very slow 42
beats per minute, the music strives forward through a series of accelerandi (as well as
a few moments of slackening), eventually reaching a speed of 144 beats per bar,
considerably more than three times the original speed. The mood here is again one of
nocturnal, Bartókian intensity much like the Mesto of the Sinfonietta. Gerber enjoyed
many of his greatest professional and artistic successes in Russia, and his connection
to the 20th C. Russian tradition is perhaps most apparent in the third movement of the
Sinfonia No. 1, marked Maestoso, Con moto. The mood will certainly be familiar to
listeners acquainted with some of Shostakovich’s short, violent scherzos like the 2nd
movements of that composer’s 10th Symphony and the 8th String Quartet. The
movement ranges between fast and very fast (from 116 beats per bar up to 160) and
between loud and very, very loud (mf to ff). Williams’s deft but selective use of the
double bass helps add a very effective range of light and shade to the orchestral texture.
At just under four and a half minutes, this movement pushes the endurance of the
players to just about their physical limits. The final Postlude is the antithesis of what
6
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perpetuum mobile of treacherous difficulty. The orchestration here is so masterful as to
make one forget there was ever a piano involved, with sweeping semiquavers in the
winds punctuated by crisp pizzicato in the strings. After three relatively short
movements, all of which share a certain degree of ironic bemusement, the fourth is
really the heart of this work: an intense and Bartókian slow movement marked Mesto
(sad). I doubt it is a coincidence that it shares that marking with the last movement of
Bartók’s Sixth (and final) String Quartet. The movement climaxes with an anguished fff
cluster of high woodwinds and strings then eventually segues into a pithy reprise of the
earlier Presto which brings the work to a decisive finish.
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comes before it, all stillness and stasis, ending with a final restatement of the pentatonic
theme which opened the work.
Gerber’s charming Two Lyric Pieces for Violin and Strings is the only work on this
recording performed in its original form. Written in 2005 for the violinist Elena Urioste,
it was premied by her at the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington D.C.
with the National Chamber Orchestra under Piotr Gajewski. Again, one can hear more
of Gerber’s American roots coming to the fore, particularly in the Introduction portion of
the first movement, where the solo violin’s perfect intervals over the string drones can’t
help but bring to mind wide open American vistas and landscapes, much as some of
Copland’s works had done a generation earlier. The suave Berceuse which follows,
however, has a wonderful European sophistication to it – it’s elegant, stylish and
smooth. The passacaglia is anchored by the soloist, who first establishes the theme on
which it is built. The tone here is darker and more melancholy, as the violin carries the
rest of the strings towards a full throated climax.
The String Sinfonia No. 2 is an arrangement, again by Adrian Williams, of Gerber’s
Sixth (and final) String Quartet, written in 2011, making it among his last works (there
were a few more to come in 2013). It was written for the Amernet String Quartet and
dedicated to memory of the composer's long-time companion, Dr. Norma Hynes,
following her death from cancer in July 2010. The first movement, marked Allegro
maestoso, is another study in the possibilities of tempo intensification, cut very much
from the same cloth as the second and third movements of the Sinfonia No. 1. The
mood is impassioned and frenetic, and the nearly continuous oscillating semiquavers
in the strings again make this movement a test of the physical limits of the musicians.
In the final bars, the rhythmic activity drains away and we hear a series of alternating
soft and loud chords, which, for me, at least, seem a very clear reference to late
Beethoven, perhaps an invocation of the “Muss es sein?” (“Must it be?”) from
Beethoven’s final string quartet. The second movement is a very short Intermezzo.
Here Gerber is taking a lopsided dance rhythm in 7/8 and gradually contracting it down,
repeating the same pattern in 5/8 and 3/8. Gerber clearly loved the Theme and
Variations form and all its permutations (such as the Passacaglia movement of the Lyric
Pieces). The final movement, Lento, is another slow variation movement, but this one
NI6423
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is also very compact, with both the theme and the five subsequent variations each
spanning between only six and eight bars. The fifth and final variation is titled
Requiescat in Pace (Rest in Peace) brings the work to a tender conclusion, with the
violins, marked dolcissimo (as sweetly as possible), offering a final touch of consolation.
Williams’s adaptation of the Fifth String Quartet (2000), Sinfonietta No. 2, is the most
full-bodied bit of orchestral writing on this recording. Williams retains the double wind
and brass from the Sinfonietta No. 1, but adds tuba, timpani and harp. The Fifth is
Gerber’s longest quartet, and the breadth of orchestral sound afforded by the
expanded forces suits its dramatic character. Gerber described the work as follows:
“The first movement of my String Quartet No. 5 uses material taken
from the work which immediately preceded it, Spirituals, a composition
which is based on Negro spirituals and which exists in two versions,
one for string orchestra and one for clarinet and string quartet.
Because the first movement of this string quartet is at two removes
from the original spirituals, they are not recognizable in it, with one
exception, “Go Down, Moses” in measures 156-208. Its form is very
free – hence its title, “Fantasy” – and it can be thought of as a sort of
quodlibet. The second movement, by contrast, is a very strict theme
and variations.” SRG
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As noted above, Gerber seemed particular drawn toward variation form, and this is the
most ambitious of the many variation movements on the disc. After the largely
pentatonic language of the Negro spirituals which provided the material for the first
movement, the sound of the Variations is darker and much more chromatic, built
almost entirely from semitones and whole tones, with lots of clusters and clashes. The
mood is one of malevolent humour. One might describe it as a 21st Century descendant
of the last movement of Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique. The ensuing variations give
Adrian Williams a chance to showcase his truly dazzling genius for orchestration,
extracting every possible morsel of grotesquery from Gerber’s brilliant original. In the
sixth and final variation, Gerber again shows his mastery of this venerable form,
bringing the macabre theme of the second movement together with the spiritual melody
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which opens the entire piece in a final apotheosis. It is a wonderful summation of the
craft of this much-missed American master, and a worthy conclusion of this collection
celebrating his life and music.
Kenneth Woods

Steven R. Gerber was born in 1948 in Washington, D.C. and made his home in New
York City, where he died on May 28, 2015, aged 66. He received degrees from
Haverford College and from Princeton University, where he received a 4-year fellowship. His composition teachers included Robert Parris, J. K. Randall, Earl Kim, and
Milton Babbitt.
Two CDs of Gerber’s orchestral works were released on major labels in 2000. Chandos
issued his Symphony No. 1, Dirge and Awakening, Viola Concerto, and Triple Overture,
played by the Russian Philharmonic Orchestra under Thomas Sanderling, with Lars
Anders Tomter, viola, and the Bekova Sisters Trio. KOCH International Classics, under
a grant from the Aaron Copland Fund for Music, released his Violin Concerto, Cello
Concerto, and Serenade for String Orchestra, played by the National Chamber
Orchestra under Piotr Gajewski, with soloists Kurt Nikkanen and Carter Brey. After the
American premiere of his Violin Concerto at the Concert Hall of the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts in 1995 by Nikkanen and the National Chamber
Orchestra under Gajewski, the Washington Post called it “a major addition to the
contemporary violin repertoire: lyrical, passionate, beautifully tailored to the
instrument’s character and capabilities…Gerber has revived the spirit of romanticism
in this work, with a strong sense of tonal melody and of the dramatic effects and
surprises still possible in traditional forms…one of the year’s most memorable events.”
And when Carter Brey premiered his Cello Concerto with the same orchestra and
conductor in 1996, the Washington Post said, “Gerber’s concerto seems to have what
it takes to establish a foothold…. The music is composed with a fine sense of
instrumental color…. Gerber has given his soloist some fine, expressive melodies.”
Gerber’s later works included a Viola Concerto written for Yuri Bashmet and premiered
by Bashmet at his summer festival in Tours, France; String Quartets No. 4 and 5,
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written respectively for the Fine Arts and
Amernet String Quartets; “Spirituals” for
clarinet and string quartet, commissioned by
Concertante
Chamber
Players
for
performances in 2000 at the Library of
Congress and Merkin Hall (NYC) and in
Harrisburg; a Clarinet Concerto for Jon
Manasse, premiered by him with the
National Philharmonic Orchestra under
Maestro Piotr Gajewski, and “Fanfare for the
Voice of A-M-E-R-I-C-A,” commissioned to
celebrate VOA’s 60th anniversary, and
premiered at the VOA auditorium on a 9/11
memorial concert in 2003. The Fanfare has
since then been performed by the Wheeling
Symphony, the Omaha Symphony, the
University of Tennessee (Knoxville)
Orchestra, and by the National Philharmonic
Orchestra at the new Music Center at
Strathmore as part of the 2005 ASOL
convention.
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Gerber’s music is well-known in Russia and
Ukraine, where he had numerous tours with
dozens of performances of his orchestral
works as well as many concerts of his solo
and chamber works. Several of his major
works were given their world premieres
there, including “Dirge and Awakening” by
the Russian National Orchestra under
Mikhail Pletnev at the Great Hall of the
Moscow Conservatory, Violin Concerto by
the Novosibirsk Philharmonic under Arnold
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Katz, with soloist Kurt Nikkanen, and Serenade Concertante by Chamber Orchestra
Kremlin under Misha Rachlevsky at the Small Hall of the Moscow Conservatory.
Gerber has written several works for famed Russian violinist Tatyana Grindenko.
In 2007 Arabesque released a CD of three of Gerber’s orchestral works, Spirituals for
string orchestra, Clarinet Concerto, and Serenade Concertante, featuring the St.
Petersburg State Academic Symphony, conducted by Vladimir Lande, and clarinettist
Jon Manasse. In 2009 Naxos released on its American Masters series a CD of nine
solo and chamber works of Gerber, all featuring violinist Kurt Nikkanen, and including
violinists Cho-Liang Lin and Cyrus Beroukhim, cellist Brinton Smith, and pianist Sara
Davis Buechner.
Near the end of his life, Gerber completed a new orchestral work, “Music in Dark
Times,” commissioned by Vladimir Ashkenazy. The four world premiere performances
took place in March, 2009, with Maestro Ashkenazy conducting the San Francisco
Symphony.
www.stevengerber.com
About the Artists
Emily Davis enjoys a vibrant and
international career as a violinist, spanning
multiple genres as an orchestral leader,
soloist and chamber musician. Emily holds
the position of Associate Leader with the
Royal Scottish National Orchestra. She has
regularly been invited as a guest
Concertmaster to a number of ensembles
including the Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra,
the Trondheim Symphony Orchestra, the
Singapore Symphony Orchestra, RTÉ
Symphony Orchestra Dublin and the Aarhus
Symphony Orchestra to name but a few.
NI6423
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Solo performances have taken Emily to festivals and venues across the world. Recent
highlights include Arvo Pärt’s “Fratres” with conductor Vasily Petrenko at the Pärnu
Festival in Estonia; Piazzolla’s “Four Seasons” at the Bergen International Festival; the
Cuban premiere of Vaughan Williams’s “Lark Ascending”; Szymanowski’s Concerto
No.2 with the Ålesund Symphony Orchestra (Norway) and both Prokofiev’s Concerto
No.1 and the Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto with the Wimbledon Symphony Orchestra
and Outcry Ensemble in London.
She was a founding member of the successful Artesian String Quartet from 2009-2016.
Her time with the group saw performances at the Purcell Room and Kings Place, as
well as live radio broadcasts for BBC Radio 3 “In Tune” and the BBC Proms. Emily was
also First Violinist of the “North Sea Ensemble”, an exciting quartet that explored the
great classical masterpieces alongside new commissions and genre crossing works.
They have held a residency at the Britten Peares Foundation in Aldeburgh, and have
performed at the Tallinn Chamber Festival, the Grafenegg Festival (Austria) and
extensively across Holland and Belgium.
Emily is highly in demand as a guest principal with orchestras across the U.K. and
Europe, including the Budapest Festival Orchestra, the Liverpool Philharmonic and the
BBC National Orchestra of Wales. She had performed regularly with both the London
Symphony Orchestra and the Philharmonia Orchestra.
She enjoys frequent invitations to collaborate with some of the leading chamber
orchestras, including the Chamber Orchestra of Europe, the Aurora Orchestra in
London, the Scottish Ensemble and the Scottish Chamber Orchestra. She has toured
to some of the finest concert halls including Carnegie Hall (New York), Suntory Hall
(Tokyo) and the Musikverein (Vienna).
www.emilydavisviolinist.com
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Described by Yehudi Menuhin as a “master of intricate patterns and forms” Adrian
Williams was born in Hertfordshire and showed precocious talent at the piano as a
young child. He began composing at the age of eleven, his early promise resulting in
consultations with Lennox Berkeley followed by composition and piano studies at the
Royal College of Music where his teachers included Bernard Stevens, Alan Ridout and
John Lill. His final year at the College were marked by two accolades, a Leverhulme
scholarship and the coveted Menuhin Prize for Composition.
The years that followed saw a period as Composer-in-Residence at Charterhouse
School during which his music underwent a stylistic reassessment. The outcome was
a tougher harmonic language that although more adventurous in its range and scope,
retained an underlying melodic vein that has always remained central to his music.
Several important works were to emerge from this period including the String Quartet
no 2 (for the Chilingirian Quartet), a remarkable uninterrupted span of thirty-eight
minutes and the intricately orchestrated symphonic poem Tess for Vernon Handley
and the Guildford Philharmonic Orchestra.
During the eighties a move to the Welsh borders saw Williams find his spiritual home,
along with the peace of mind and creative impetus for many of his most vital works.
Amongst them is the piece spawned by his winning the Guinness Prize for Composition,
the cantata after Louis MacNeice Not Yet Born, two works inspired by Sidney
Nolan Images of a Mind for cello and piano, inspired by the 1986 self-portrait, and
the Chamber Concerto, ‘Portraits of Ned Kelly’ (Brighton Festival commission), the
Cantata after Alun Lewis The Ways of Going (Hay Festival commission) and Dies Irae,
the latter a BBC commission that in its power of expression remains one of Williams’
most personal statements.
It was during his early years in the Welsh borders that Williams founded the Presteigne
Festival, an enterprising event that continues to thrive and maintains a strong
commitment to contemporary music. Ever searching for new creative horizons,
Williams’ recent scores, including Maelienydd (2008) for Chamber Orchestra,
the String Quartet no 4, the 2016 Piano Trio (Piano Trio Society and Gloucester Music
Society joint commission) and especially the symphony currently in progress, exhibit a
NI6423
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deeply-felt emotional core, conjuring with the atmosphere and wild, open spaces of the
composer’s Welsh Borderland surroundings with a renewed sense of wonder and
mystery.
The Cello Concerto (2009), commissioned by the BBC, marks the culmination of Adrian
Williams’ longstanding relationship with Raphael Wallfisch, an ardent champion of the
composer’s works for cello. Wallfisch recorded Images of a mind on a Metronome CD
with the composer, a disc which also includes another work commissioned for
him Spring Requiem and the first ever recording of the early prize-winning Sonata for
solo ‘cello (1976-7).
Over several decades he has fulfilled many works and arrangements for the
Amsterdam Sinfonietta and its charismatic leader Candida Thompson,
including Migrations for 22 solo strings dating from 1999 and a new Concerto for
Strings, jointly commissioned with the Presteigne Festival.
www.adrianwilliamsmusic.com
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Hailed by Gramophone Magazine as “a symphonic conductor of stature”, Kenneth
Woods was appointed Artistic Director and Principal Conductor of the English
Symphony Orchestra in 2013, and has quickly built up an impressive and acclaimed
body of work and recordings with them. Woods also serves as Artistic Director of both
the Colorado MahlerFest – the only US organisation other than the New York
Philharmonic to receive the International Gustav Mahler Society’s Gold Medal – and
(since 2017) the founding Artistic Director of The Elgar Festival in Worcester. Woods
has conducted the National Symphony Orchestra, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
Cincinnati Symphony, BBC National Orchestra of Wales, Budapest Festival Orchestra,
Royal Northern Sinfonia and the English Chamber Orchestra, and has made numerous
broadcasts for BBC Radio 3, National Public Radio and the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation. He has appeared on the stages of some of the world’s leading music
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Wolfgang Schumacher Thompson is an artist, poet and librettist from San Francisco,
California.
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festivals, such as Aspen, Scotia and Lucerne. Under Kenneth Woods’ leadership, the
English Symphony Orchestra has gained widespread recognition as one of the most
innovative and influential orchestras in the UK. The first of Woods’ many acclaimed
ESO discs was volume one in the Complete Piano Concertos of Ernst Krenek, selected
by The Times as one of their “Best Recordings of 2016.” His recording of Fraser’s Elgar
orchestrations for Avie was a Classic FM Disc of the Month. The ESO’s Nimbus
Alliance recording of Kenneth’s orchestration of the Brahms’ Piano Quartet in A Major
was chosen as one of the 10 Best
Classical CDs of 2018 by The
Arts Desk. In 2016, Woods and
the ESO launched their 21st
Century Symphony Project, an
ambitious multi-year effort to
commission, premiere and record
nine new symphonies by leading
composers, with the triumphant
premiere of Philip Sawyers’ Third
Symphony at St John’s Smith
Square. In 2018, the Project
continued with the premiere of
David
Matthews’
Ninth
Symphony, selected by The
Spectator as one of the Top Ten
Classical Events of the year. The
most recent work in the series is
Matthew Taylor’s Fifth Symphony
hailed by ClassicalSource as “a
masterpiece” at its 2019 premiere
www.kennethwoods.net
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has become synonymous with artistic excellence, innovative and visionary programming, distinctive commissioning and ground-breaking recordings. Since 2013, the
orchestra has re-emerged as a major force in British musical life, presenting and
recording the orchestra’s first full length opera (the world premiere of John Joubert’s
Jane Eyre) to overwhelming critical acclaim, presenting the 2015 Classical Music
Magazine “Premiere of the Year,” (Donald Fraser’s orchestration of the Elgar Piano
Quintet) and releasing a triumphant series of recordings, including the Complete Piano
Concertos of Ernst Krenek (Sunday Times Best Recordings of 24 NI6408 2016) and
John Joubert’s opera Jane Eyre (2017 MusicWeb Opera Recording of the Year)
Founded by William Boughton in 1980, the ESO have a long and distinguished history
of collaboration with legendary figures of British music making. Vernon “Tod” Handley
became the orchestra’s second Principal Conductor in 2007, and led the orchestra until
his death. Over the years, the ESO has worked with a distinguished list of instrumentalists, composers and conductors, including Nigel Kennedy, Steven Isserlis, Daniel
Hope, Michael Tippett, Nicholas Maw and Yehudi Menuhin, who was appointed the
ESO’s Principal Guest Conductor in 1991, and led the orchestra on a number of
international tours. British music has always been a central part of the orchestra’s
mission. Appropriately for an orchestra based in Elgar’s home town, the ESO has
made many acclaimed recordings of that composer’s music, as well as that of major
20th century British composers including Vaughan Williams, Britten, Butterworth and
Bridge. The ESO discography also highlights a commitment to the music of our time;
in addition to the notable recordings which grew out of the orchestra’s affiliation with
Sir Michael Tippett, are recordings of music by John Metcalfe, John Joubert, and
Michael and Lennox Berkeley. John McCabe served as the orchestra’s Composer-inAssociation from 2013 until his death in 2015. Following McCabe’s death in 2015, the
ESO appointed Philip Sawyers as “John McCabe Composer-in-Association” who was
succeeded by David Matthews in 2018. The ESO’s current John McCabe Composerin-Association is Adrian Williams.
www.eso.co.uk
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2017 Critics' Choice Winner
Gramophone

“This is music to hold close and to savour at
leisure.” Norman Lebrecht

“Terrific music like this renews my faith in
the symphony as a genre…”
American Record Guide
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“RECORDING OF THE YEAR
Audiophilia Magazine

Five Stars
"Mackenzie’s playing is rivetingly incisive
throughout, and Kenneth Woods, conductor
“I regard Matthew Taylor’s new piece to be a obtains exemplary accompaniments from
masterwork of genuine symphonic thinking,
the English String Orchestra and English
given a performance of which any composer Symphony Orchestra."
would have been thrilled.”
Richard Morrison
Robert Matthew-Walker
The Sunday Times
Classical Source
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